IKEA models for Blender (PACK)

193 3D files + 49 textures + 2 scenes
This is a library with 90 unique models + 103 variations (colors and textures) for Blender 3d, and
all of them are based on the real IKEA models that you could find on your IKEA local store.
The library is based on the IKEA catalog of the years 2012-2013 and all the furniture designs are
property of IKEA. I have used the real sizes and proportions to make this library usefull. I made this
library some years ago with Blender for Sweet Home 3D users, and I have now edited all the files to
add detail to the meshes and new materials that can be rendered with Cycles.
The pack contains 41 textures too. You can see all the models and textures at the end of this
document.

How it works
This library is organized by folders, and you will find every model inside its own folder and its own
file. Into the file every model is grouped with the same name of the folder so you can find it easily
when you load it into your scene.

Blender is able to load materials, objects or any other datablock from an external blend file, and it
can do it by Link or Append those materials, objects, etc...

Link a model
To Link a model you can use the hotkey Ctrl-Alt-O or find the function in the File menu

It will launch the File Browser of Blender and you will be able to navigate to the
IKEA_models_for_Blender folder to find the model you want Link to you scene.

By Linking a model you will load a reference of the original model. If you make changes to the
original model then all your scenes linking to those models will be updated with the changes the

next time you open the file. This is a nice feature for working teams as they can assign members
that will be care of the models while the rest use the models as assets. If you are working alone you
can Append the file if you prefer, it's more flexible and you will be able to edit all the model data.
Tip: If you have linked a model but you have changed your mind and you want that it becomes a
full copy of the model, without relation with the original model, you can do it with the hotkey
Ctrl-Shift-A and then the hotkey L (make local), selecting the option Selected Objects, Data and
Materials in the modal window.

Append a model
To Append a model you can use the hotkey Shift-F1 or find the function in the File menu

By Append a model you will load the model and you will be able to modify all the properties of the
object (size, rotation, materials, etc..). So you will have a full copy of the data into your .blend and
if you do some changes to the original file of the model it will no be reflected in the model you have
appened in your scene.

Models as groups
I have grouped the objects of every model and I have named every group with the name of the
model. This way it is easier to find the model in your scene. You must select the Group folder when
you Append or Link the model, inside the Group you will find the name of the model

If you are linking the model then it will appear with an empty and orange colored. You can use the
empty to move, rotate or resize the model.
Tip: Remember that the Linked object will appear at the 3D cursor position by default.

You can change the size of the empty at the data section in the Properties editor.

If you are Appending the model then it will appear as a group green colored. You can work with that
group just as you do with any group created by you in your scene.

Tip: The Append models will appear at the center of the Grid.

What you get
All the models are distributed by category. Bellow you can see the picture of every model and the
folder (and subfoder) where it belongs.
Look at the model you want to add to your scene and search it by the name of the folder and the
name of the model.

/Bathroom/Bathroom_storage/Mirror_cabinets
HEMNES Mirror cabinet with 1
door black-brown

HEMNES Mirror cabinet with 1
door white

/Bathroom/Bathroom_storage/Shelf_units
HEMNES Shelving unit blackbrown stain

HEMNES Shelving unit white
stain

/Bathroom/Bathroom_storage/Wall_cabinets
ATRAN lockable cabinet white

/Bathroom/Shower_curtains
FARGLAV Shower curtain
white-black

/Bathroom/Wash-stands
HEMNES RATTVIKEN Washstand with 2 drawers black-b

HEMNES RATTVIKEN Washstand with 2 drawers white

/Bedroom/Bed_linen/Quilt_cover_sets

FARGLAV Quilt cover and 2
pillowcases red-white 150x200

FARGLAV Quilt cover and 4
pillowcases grey-white 200x200

FARGLAV Quilt cover and 4
pillowcases red-white 200x200

FARGLAV Quilt cover and 2
pillowcases grey-white 150x200

/Bedroom/Bedside_tables

HEMNES Bedside table blackbrown

HEMNES Bedside table greybrown

HEMNES Bedside table red

HEMNES Bedside table white

MALM occasional table orange

MALM occasional table white

NORDLI Bedside table white

/Bedroom/Chests_of_drawers
HEMNES Chest of 2 drawers
black-brown

HEMNES Chest of 2 drawers
grey-brown

HEMNES Chest of 2 drawers
blue

HEMNES Chest of 2 drawers
white

HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers
black-brown

HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers
grey-brown

HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers
red

HEMNES Chest of 3 drawers
white

HEMNES Chest of 6 drawers
black-brown

/Bedroom/Chests_of_drawers
HEMNES Chest of 6 drawers
grey-brown

HEMNES Chest of 6 drawers
white

/Bedroom/Double_and_King_beds
HEMNES Bed frame with
slatted bed base black-brown
king size

HEMNES Bed frame double
with slatted bed base greybrown

NORDLI Bed frame with slatted
bed base white

NORDLI Bed frame with slatted
bed base white 160x200

HEMNES Bed frame double
with slatted bed king size white

/Bedroom/Single_beds
HEMNES Bed frame with slatted
bed base white

/Bedroom/Wardrobes
BIRKELAND wardrobe white

HEMNES wardrobe white

/Bedroom/Wardrobes/PAX_system_combinations
PAX wardrobe with sliding doors
white black-brown

PAX wardrobe with sliding doors
white Malm_oak

PAX wardrobe with sliding doors
white red

/Childrens_IKEA/Small_furniture/Chairs
MAMMUT Childrens stool blue

MAMMUT Childrens stool pink

MAMMUT Childrens stool white

/Childrens_IKEA/Storage_furniture/Toy_storage
TROFAST Frame white

TROFAST Storage box blue

TROFAST Storage box white

/Childrens_IKEA/Storage_system/STUVA_system_combinations
STUVA Storage bench whitebirch

STUVA Storage bench whiteblue

STUVA Storage bench whitegreen

/Childrens_IKEA/Storage_system/STUVA_system_combinations
STUVA Storage bench whitepink

STUVA Storage bench whitewhite

STUVA Storage combination w
doors drawers white-birch

STUVA Storage combination w
doors drawers white-blue

STUVA Storage combination w
doors drawers white-green

STUVA Storage combination w
doors drawers white-pink

STUVA Storage combination w
doors drawers white-white

STUVA Storage combination
with bench white-birch

STUVA Storage combination
with bench white-blue

/Childrens_IKEA/Storage_system/STUVA_system_combinations
STUVA Storage combination
with bench white-green

STUVA Storage combination with
bench white-pink

STUVA Storage combination
with bench white-white

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-birch

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-birch height128

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-blue

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-blue height128

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-green

STUVA Storage combination
with dors white-green height128

/Childrens_IKEA/Storage_system/STUVA_system_combinations

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-pink

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-pink height128

STUVA Storage combination
with doors white-white

STUVA Storage combination
with doors whitewhite height128

STUVA Storage combination
with drawers white-birch

STUVA Storage combination
with drawers white-blue

STUVA Storage combination
with drawers white-green

STUVA Storage combination
with drawers white-pink

STUVA Storage combination
with drawers white-white

/Childrens_IKEA/Toys_and_play/Physical_play
SPARKA Soft toy assorted
colours

/Decoration/Frames_and_pictures/Ready_to_hang
ERIKSLUND Picture night
orchid I II III

/Decoration/Frames_and_pictures/Wall_frames
RIBBA frame black 23x23

RIBBA frame black 40x30

RIBBA frame black 50x40

NOTE: The pictures of these frames are from pixabay.com, a nice site with Public domain pictures.

/Decoration/Frames_and_pictures/Wall_frames
RIBBA frame black 70x100

NOTE: The pictures of these frames are from pixabay.com, a nice site with Public domain pictures.
/Decoration/Plants_plant_pots_and_stands/Plants
FICUS NITIDA Potted plant

/Dining/Dining_storage/Cabinets
IKEA PS cabinet red

IKEA PS cabinet white

ISALA Cabinet white

/Dining/Dining_storage/Display_cabinets

HEMNES glass door cabinet
black-brown

HEMNES glass door cabinet
grey-brown

HEMNES glass door cabinet
white

HEMNES glass door cabinet
black-brown width90

HEMNES glass door cabinet
grey-brown width90

HEMNES glass door cabinet
white width90

HEMNES glass door cabinet 4
drawers black-brown

HEMNES glass door cabinet 4
drawers grey-brown

HEMNES glass door cabinet 4
drawers white

/Dining/Dining_storage/Sideboards_and_buffets
ISALA sideboard grey

/Dining/Stools_and_benches/benches
NORDEN bench

/Dining/Stools_and_benches/Stools
NILS stool

/Hallway/Racks_and_stands
PORTIS Hat and coat stand
black

/Hallway/Shoe_cabinets
GREVBACK shoe cabinet 3
compartments antique-effect

/Hallway/Shoe_coat_and_hat_racks
GREVBACK bench with shoe
storage antique-effect

GREVBACK Hat rack antiqueeffect

/Home_office/Drawer_units
HELMER drawer unit on castors
red

HELMER drawer unit on castors
silver colour

HELMER drawer unit on castors
white

EXPEDIT shelving unit birch 1x5

EXPEDIT shelving unit backbrown 1x5

EXPEDIT shelving unit white
1x5

EXPEDIT shelving unit birch
2x4

EXPEDIT shelving unit blackbrown 2x4

EXPEDIT shelving unit greybrown 2x4

/Living_room/Bookcases

/Living_room/Bookcases

EXPEDIT shelving unit white
2x4

EXPEDIT shelving unit birch
2x2

EXPEDIT shelving unit blackbrown 2x2

EXPEDIT shelving unit greybrown 2x2

EXPEDIT shelving unit white
2x2

EXPEDIT shelving unit birch
4x4

EXPEDIT shelving unit blackbrown 4x4

EXPEDIT shelving unit greybrown 4x4

EXPEDIT shelving unit white
4x4

/Living_room/Bookcases

EXPEDIT shelving unit birch
5x5

EXPEDIT shelving unit blackbrown 5x5

EXPEDIT shelving unit white
5x5

HEMNES bookcase blackbrown

HEMNES bookcase grey-brown

HEMNES bookcase white

HEMNES bookcase blackbrown double

HEMNES bookcase grey-brown
double

HEMNES bookcase white
double

/Living_room/Bookcases
HEMNES storage combination
black-brown

HEMNES storage combination
grey-brown

HEMNES TV storage
combination black-brown large

HEMNES tv storage
combination black-brown

HEMNES tv storage
combination grey-brown

HEMNES tv storage
combination white

/Living_room/Coffee_and_Side_tables/Coffee_tables
HEMNES coffee table blackbrown

HEMNES coffee table greybrown

HEMNES coffee table white

/Living_room/Coffee_and_Side_tables/Coffee_tables
HEMNES coffee table blackbrown length118

HEMNES coffee table greybrown length118

IKEA PS 2012 Coffee table
dark-turquoise

IKEA PS 2012 Coffee table
white

HEMNES coffee table white
length118

/Living_room/Coffee_and_Side_tables/Side_tables
HEMNES Console table blackbrown

HEMNES Console table greybrown

HEMNES Console table white

/Living_room/Coffee_and_Side_tables/Side_tables
HEMNES side table blackbrown

HEMNES side table greybrown

IKEA PS 2012 Side table white
bamboo

IKEA PS 2012 Side table with 4
bowls white bamboo

HEMNES side table white

/Living_room/Curtains_and_blinds
MERETE Curtains 1 pair
bleached white

RINGBLOMMA Roman blind
white

SANELA Pair of curtains beige

/Living_room/Curtains_and_blinds
SANELA Pair of curtains darkbrown

SANELA Pair of curtains grey

SANELA Pair of curtains lilac

SANELA Pair of curtains red

SANELA Pair of curtains lightturquoise

/Living_room/Cushions_and_cushion_covers/Cushion_covers
MALIN TRAD Cushion cover
multicolour

Ps 2012 cushion cover

VALBORG Cushion cover bluegreen

/Living_room/Cushions_and_cushion_covers/Cushion_covers
VALBORG Cushion cover
grey-white-white

/Living_room/Cushions_and_cushion_covers/Cushions
IKEA STOCKHOLM Cushion
black-white

/Living_room/Fabric_sofas/Fabric_armchairs
STRANDMON Wing chair
grey

STRANDMON Wing chair
Skiftebo-orange

/Living_room/Fabric_sofas/Fabric_chaise_longues
KIVIK Chaise longue Blekingewhite

KIVIK Chaise longue Dansbolilac

/Living_room/Fabric_sofas/Three_seat_sofas
IKEA PS 2012 Three seat sofa
blue-beige

/Living_room/Fabric_sofas/Two_seat_sofas
KIVIK two seat sofa Blekingewhite

KLIPPAN two seat sofa Almewhite

KLIPPAN two seat sofa Frasigblack

/Living_room/Fabric_sofas/Two_seat_sofas
KLIPPAN two seat sofa GrananTurquoise

/Living_room/For_flatscreen_TVs_up_to_37/BESTA-FRAMSTAINREDA_system_combinations
BESTA Bench with legs blackbrown

BESTA Bench with legs walnuteffect

BESTA Storage combination
white

BESTA Wall cabinet blackbrown

BESTA Bench with legs white

/Living_room/LED_lights/LED_lamps
TISDAG LED work lamp white

/Living_room/Living_room_storage
BESTA storage combination
with doors white-grey-turquoise

/Living_room/Rugs/Large_and_medium_rugs
DRAGOR Rug flatwoven beigelight-brown

FERLE Rug low pile dark-bluewhite

TARNBY Rug flatwoven natural

/Living_room/Rugs/Runners_and_small_rugs
ALHEDE Rug high pile off-white

/Living_room/Table_lamps
LJUSAS YSBY Table lamp grey

/Living_room/TV_and_media_furniture
HEMNES TV bench blackbrown

HEMNES TV bench blackbrown width149

HEMNES TV bench grey-brown

/Living_room/TV_and_media_furniture
HEMNES TV bench grey-brown
width149

HEMNES TV bench white

HEMNES TV bench white
width149

/Secondary_storage/Storage_systems
JOSEF cabinet white

/Scenes
Hallway scene

Bedroom daylight scene

/Textures
Here you can see the thumbnails of the textures used with the models. They are 55 textures in the
folder but 6 of them are very similar, with very little variations, so they are 49 unique textures ;)
barc2.jpg

birch wood.jpg

birch wood spec.jpg

blind curtain
traslucence.jpg

blue beige seam.jpg

blue orange tiles
bump.png

blue orange tiles.png

blue wood.jpg

blue wood spec.jpg

boy 349983 from
pixabay.jpg

boys 349988 from
pixabay.jpg

bump sofa.jpg

carpet side.jpg

carpet texture.jpg

cushion blue green
texture.jpg

cushion grey white
texture.jpg

/Textures

dark wood.jpg

dark wood spec.jpg

DRAGOR texture.jpg

english
parquet1024.jpg

fabric beige texture.jpg

fabric patern.jpg

fabric paternorange.jpg

frame 1.jpg

frame 2.jpg

frame 3.jpg

grey brown wood.jpg

grey brown wood
spec.jpg

house 518419 from
pixabay.jpg

keylock.jpg

leaves texture2.jpg

light fabric patern.jpg

/Textures
Malin trad texture.jpg

natural texture.jpg

oak wood.jpg

oak wood spec.jpg

pine wood coloured.jpg

pine wood coloured
spec.jpg

pine wood.jpg

pine wood spec.jpg

red white texture.jpg

red wood.jpg

red wood spec.jpg

shade texture.jpg

soil.jpg

Stockholm black white
texture.jpg

TVABLAD CIRKEL
texture.jpg

walnut wood.jpg

/Textures

walnut wood spec.jpg

white fabric with
dots.jpg

white wood.jpg

wild bill hickok from
pixabay.jpg

grey white texture

rug bumpmap

white wood spec.jpg

NOTE: The textures with the "from_pixabay" suffix are licensed as Public Domain, and you can
find the originals in http://pixabay.com.

